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Greetings from Alderman
Dubai 23.10.2016

Metallikerho has been an active students 
association for almost sixty years 

serving originally students studying Physical 
Metallurgy and later also Metallurgy in more 
general at the Department of Materials Science 
and Engineering. The association was founded 
in 1958 and according to some documents 
is one of the oldest student associations if 
not the oldest at the Helsinki University of 
Technology, the predecessor of Aalto University. 
Internationalization of Metallikerho started in 
1989, when it obtained first in Europe the status of 
ASM Student Chapter, which later was replaced 
by the Materials Advantage Student Chapter 
supported - in addition to ASM International 
- by The American Ceramic Society (ACerS), 
Association for Iron and Steel Technology 
(AIST) and The Minerals, Metals and Materials 
Society (TMS). 

In Metallikerho learning on the industrial 
activities has been always one of the key action 
points on agenda. As globalization of industries 
is progressing rapidly it has become even more 
important to learn about practices and cultures of 
the fast growing economies in the world. During 
my Aldermanship since 2004 Metallikerho has 
made extensive journeys every second year. 
The target countries have been Sweden (2006), 
China (2008), Brasil and Chile (2010), Japan 
(2012), California, USA (2014) and South Korea 
during this fall. For each trip since 2008 also a 
preparatory course has been organized giving 
participants a chance to earn 2 credits for their 

degree. During the course various topics related 
to the target countries’ economy, business and 
culture have been presented and discussed. 
Korean course lecturers this spring were Samu 
Ahonen of Murata, Jukka Luoma of Robit, 
Hannu Johto of Boliden, and Pekka Wuoristo, 
the former Finnish ambassador to Korea. 
Sincere thanks to all of them for sharing their 
views on Korea as well as to Lassi Klemettinen, 
the current chair of Metallikerho, who was the 
key person in organizing this course. Part of the 
requirements has been the presentations on the 
visiting sites before the visit and post excursion 
reports, which are also available in this excursion 
publication.

South-Korea has been among the fastest 
growing economies in the world for a long time. 
Starting from the complete poverty after the 
Korean War in 1954 the country has earned its 
position as an important player in many fields 
of engineering such as electronics (phones and 
displays), heavy industries (ship building and 
machines), automotive (Hyundai and Kia), 
consumer products (home appliances) etc. At the 
same time strong universities and government 
supported research center structure has been 
created. During our journey to Korea we visited 
two universities (Sun Moon University (SMU) 
and Pusan National University (PNU)), three 
national research institutes (KITECH, KICET 
and KIMS) and four industrial sites (Hyundai 
Steel, Huyndai Automotive, Metso Flow Control 
and POSCO).



 I believe these visits gave a good overview of 
Korean universities, institutes and industries 
also with a Finnish view at Metso. Personally, 
these visits gave me an opportunity to meet again 
many of my Korean colleagues that I have known 
for many years as well as to get many new friends 
and contacts for future co-operation. I had also 
an opportunity to give three presentations on 
activities at Aalto University, my research group 
and ISO TC 107 WG1 on Thermal Spraying, 
where I am serving as a convener. I wish that 
these along with our student presentations 
at PNU would further open up co-operation 
opportunities between the two countries.

I would like to thank all the people who have 
worked towards making this journey a success. 
Special thanks go to Prof. Soo Wohn Lee of 
SMU, prof. Kwang Ho Kim of PNU, Mr. Markus 
Hauhia of Metso, Dr. Ban Ki Moon of Hyundai, 
Dr. Young He Kim of KICET, Dr. Hong Ko Lee 
of KITECH, Dr. Eungsun Byon of KIMS and 
Heini Korhonen of Finnish Embassy in Korea 
just to mention a few. Finally, I would like to 
thank all the companies and ASM Finland that 
have financially supported this trip and made it 
possible.

In summary, it can be concluded that the 
activities of Metallikerho have proven very 
useful over the years for its members in many 
respect and I wish Metallikerho is kept alive 
during the current reorganization of our school 
and department structure following the renewal 
of the curriculum two years ago.

Simo-Pekka Hannula
Alderman of Metallikerho

Background photo: Mountains in Korea.



Greetings from the Board

Wow, what a journey! Two and a half weeks 
in South Korea was a much needed 

break to our intensive study schedule. The visits 
to research centers, universities and companies 
were educational, fun and well organized, and 
gave us a new perspective towards Korean 
business life and research activities.

Korea is a beautiful country, as can be seen from 
the lovely photos in this publication. Some of the 
observed differences, compared to Finland, were 
the amount of smog over the large cities, longer 
work days, and more clear income inequality. 
However, Korean culture is very versatile and 
the beautiful palaces were interesting and 
visually stimulating places. The long history of 
the Korean kingdoms and dynasties stretches 
back thousands of years, and even though South 

Korea was almost completely demolished in the 
Korean War (1950-1953), the influence of the 
rich history can clearly be seen from architecture 
and people’s stories and values.

Thanks to all excursion participants, who made 
this trip unforgettable. We would also like to 
express our deepest gratitude to all our sponsors 
that contributed to this journey: ASM Finland, 
Sandvik, Pyhäsalmi Mine, Boliden Harjavalta, 
Ledil, L&P Dynamics, Stena Recycling, SSAB, 
Metallinjalostajat, Vuorimiesyhdistys, TEK and 
Ovako. Our travel agency Traveller did also an 
excellent job regarding the travel arrangements.

Metallikerho’s Board 2015-2016
From the left: Miikka Marjakoski, Ronja Ruismäki, 

Jon Lindström, Elina Oksanen and Lassi Klemettinen



ASM International is the world’s largest association 
of metals- focused materials engineers, scientists, 
technicians, educators, and students. We are dedicated 
to informing, educating, and connecting the materials 
community to solve problems and stimulate innovation 
around the world.

www.asmfinland.fi
www.asminternational.org



Martin luo uusia kontakteja ja  
ideoita. Hän tarvitsee metalleja  
onnistuakseen.
Viestintävälineet ja liikenne tuovat ihmisiä lähemmäksi toisiaan ja helpottavat  
verkostoitumista, ajatustenvaihtoa ja uusien ideoiden syntymistä.  
Juniin, busseihin ja mobiililaitteisiin tarvitaan kuparia ja sinkkiä, joita käytetään  
esimerkiksi sähköjohdoissa ja teräsrakenteissa. Martin on tärkeä linkki  
verkostossa – aivan kuten meidän metallimme.
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Sat 17.9. Incheon/Seoul

Sun 18.9. Seoul

Mon 19.9. Asan

Tue 20.9. Asan

Wed 21.9. Asan/Dangjin

Thu 22.9. Asan/Chungju

Fri 23.9. Gongju

Sat 24.9. Asan/Cheonan

Sun 25.9. Jinju

Mon 26.9. Jinju/Busan

Tue 27.9. Busan/Chang

Wed 28.9. Busan

Thu 29.9. Busan

Fri 30.9. Busan/Pohang

Sat 1.10. Gyeongju

Sun 2.10. Gyeongju/Seoul

Mon 3.10. Seoul/Incheon

Arrival at Incheon airport. 
Sightseeing in Seoul: museums and palaces

Sightseeing in Seoul: Gangnam, Seoul Tower

KITECH

Sun Moon University, Global Research 
Laboratory tour. 
Hyundai Automotive

Hyundai Steel

Metso Korea

Sightseeing

Sun Moon University – Seminar 
(ISO standards)

Sightseeing

KICET

KIMS

Pusan National University – Seminar 
(with student presentations)

Sightseeing

POSCO Steel Plant

Sightseeing

Trip back to Seoul, shopping in the evening

Flight back to Helsinki

Travel Schedule 
17.9.-3.10.2016



In the afternoon of Friday 16.9. our brave 
group of technology students boarded a 

Finnair flight from Helsinki to Seoul. Well rested 
(0-2h), we arrived at Incheon airport around 
9 am local time on Saturday. Our tour guide 
Sophie was waiting for us at the airport, and 
straight away she took us to see some cultural 
sights in Seoul. The first destination was the 
National Folk Museum of Korea, which was 
located in the close proximity of a palace called 
Gyengbokgung, originally built by the Joseon 
dynasty in 1395. During the museum visit, we 
got a brief introduction to Korean history and 
everyday life now and in the past.

After the museum, we toured around the palace 
complex. As the sun was shining from a cloudless 
sky and our energy levels were quite low after 
the long flight, our guide only focused on the 
most important things, which seemed to be the 
underground heating system of the palace, and 
the role of female servants inside the palace area.

Inside the palace complex we saw quite many 
people dressed in traditional Korean outfits. We
were told that this way one did not have to pay 
the entrance fee. Sneaky… After the palace tour 
and lunch, we stopped at the Bukchon Hanok 
Village, which is a neighborhood built in the 
1920’s, but still located in the beat of Seoul (cover 
photo). This was the last destination before we 
were able to check in to our hotel. Some went 
to sleep, and the brave ones continued until the 
early hours of Sunday.

soulful seoul



On Sunday, we enjoyed Seoul with the help of a 
subway map, a normal map and Olli’s four days of 
previous experience from Korea. First we headed 
to Gangnam, which is a posh neighborhood in 
Seoul (Oppa Gangnam Style). After lunch, we 
headed to the Korean War memorial, which was 
a really interesting sight. There was a lot of war 
equipment on display, and also the names of 
the people lost in the war carved in the outside 
hallways of the memorial museum.

In the evening we headed to Seoul Tower, which 
is located on top of a hill (around 1.5 km walk on 
the stairs to get to the bottom of the tower). The 
view was breathtaking, and the amount of love 
locks attached to the railings was incredible!

N Seoul Tower



Korea Institute of Industrial 
Technology, KITECH 

On the first Monday of our trip, two days 
after our arrival in Korea, we headed 

west from Seoul to neighboring Incheon and 
a KITECH research facility there. KITECH is 
a government R&D institute that focuses on 
application research with an aim to aid small 
and medium sized companies to grow and 
commercialize. According to KITECH itself, 
among governmental research institutes their 
research is closest to commercial R&D, with 
other institutes’ focus areas falling somewhere 
between KITECH and basic research done at 
universities.

The facility we headed to was specialized in 
“root” industrial technologies. Root or “ppuri” 
in Korean is a keyword, we were told, for high-
quality material and component manufacturing 
technologies. Their goal is to allow traditional 
manufacturing industry to turn into a flexible 
high-tech industry.

The visit started with an explanatory film 
about KITECH, which later turned out to be a 

usual Korean custom, after which we listened 
to a presentation with a bit more detail about 
KITECH in general and the site we were at. 
After the introduction we went on a tour 
around the facility, and got a chance to see all 
sorts of simulation, testing and manufacturing 
machinery. Some of the areas we visited were on 
the “dirtier” side, where e.g. test molds and sheet 
metal were being manufactured and examined, 
while the surface technology laboratory 
represented a more sanitized space with small 
scale measurements equipment and a clean 
room facility.

After the tour we were hosted a generous lunch at 
a nearby restaurant. While enjoying the meal we 
received some good tips on Korean eating and 
drinking customs which came in handy since we 
still had most of the trip ahead of us. After eating 
and giving our hosts Hong-kee Lee and others 
our thanks and gifts, we went on a small walk 
in a park just beside the restaurant, and after 
that we departed on our bus southwards to Sun 
Moon University in Asan, our next stop.





Traditional Korean beverage called Soju



Korean cuisine was something most of 
us were not familiar with before the 

excursion. During our stay we got to explore 
the flavours of kimchi, bibimbap, different kinds 
of soups, Korean barbeque, and so many other 
traditional dishes. One very common, and also 
surprising, type of eating in Korea was “Beer 
and fried chicken”, and some dishes such as 
Korean barbeque, were actually cooked by the 
diners on the table. After two weeks of travelling 
in Korea, we were used to eating noodles, rice, 
and all these little side dishes that were served 

with every meal. Most of us also learned how to 
eat with metallic chopsticks without dropping 
half of the food back on the plate. We also tried 
Korean traditional rice wine, soju, which had 
lots of different flavors ranging from grapes to 
grass. Most of us fell in love with the flavor of the 
drink, but most of all its cheap price!

Upper row from the left: Korean fish market & Korean 
BBQ with side dishes.
Lower row from the left: Pastry with asparagus and 
sausage & another type of Korean BBQ.

Korean food and drinks



Hyundai Automotive & 
Hyundai Steel

The first company visit of our journey was to 
Hyundai Automotive, Asan plant. Arriving 

to the plant area was a spectacle from the start, 
as we were greeted with endless lines of new 
cars. Hundreds and hundreds of new cars were 
parked on big parking lots. After this wonderful 
sight, we were welcomed in the main building 
of the factory. In the lobby, we could familiarize 
ourselves with miniature models of new concept 
cars and even sit in a new luxury sedan by 
Hyundai. Next, we were guided to an auditorium, 
where we watched an automated presentation of 
Hyundai Automotive and functions within the 
Asan plant. 

After the presentation, we headed to the factory 
tour, in which we were guided through the 
whole process of assembling a car (excluding the 
paint department). During the tour, it became 
clear that the company had invested a lot in 
the automation of the factory. Robots assemble 
the whole frame of the car and also install the 
engine, for example. As the tour went on, we also 
saw quite many people working on the assembly 
line, installing wires and interiors of the cars. We 
also heard that the speed of the assembly line was 

one of the fastest in the world, which they were 
very proud of. The sheer size of factory and the 
amount of cars manufactured were astonishing, 
and we got a whole new perspective on size of 
car industry altogether. 

Our second visit to the Hyundai conglomerate 
was on Wednesday, when we visited Hyundai 
Steel. Hyundai Steel has grown substantially 
during the past decades, changing from the 
leading steel company in South Korea to a 
comprehensive global steel supplier through the 
building of its own blast furnaces and integrated 
steelworks. During this visit, we were 
accompanied by eight students from university 
of Asan. First we watched a video about the 
history of Hyundai Steel, which taught us 
the many complications with the early blast 
furnaces, and how they eventually managed to 
overcome these problems. In the presentation, 
the extreme poorness of Korea after the Korean 
War was pointed out, which explained some of 
the problems related to building a whole new 
business out of nothing. Finally, after many failed 
trials, they got the process running successfully 
and the rest is just a great business success. 



We toured the factory area with our bus because 
of the huge total factory area of 8 820 000 m2, 
which is about the size of 820 football fields. 
They first showed us the ore reservoirs, which 
were fully protected from the weather in order 
to prevent environmental pollution and to 
achieve cleaner factory and city area. The ores 
were transported to the storage facilities from 
their huge dock area with fully enclosed belt 
conveyors, the total length of which were about 
one hundred kilometers. 

After the ore warehouses, we continued towards 
the hot rolling facilities. The rolling process was 
almost fully automated, and it produces about 
6.36 million tons of rolled steel per year. The size 
of the rolling facility was convincing, and hot 
rolling is always exciting to watch.

Our tour guide was a really enthusiastic presenter. 
She could answer most of our questions, with 
very good English, but it was clear that her 
background was in marketing more than in 
metallurgy. After the successful factory tour we 
gathered together, exchanged presents, and sang 
our special thanking song for our guide, which 
seemed to surprise her quite a lot. 

After the tour, we jumped back on the bus and 
headed to an old local Oeam Folk village for 
lunch. The village was full of different restaurants, 
and we had a chance to try some octopus (and 
kimchi of course). After a good meal, we headed 
for a tour around the old village and got a nice 
presentation of Korean history.

Background photo: Flowers at Oeam Folk Village

Bad spirit repellers at Folk Village Rice fields outside Folk Village
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Metso Korea

After recovering from the Hyundai visits, we 
headed to Chungju for a visit in Metso’s 

Korean factory. The factory building was only 
2.5 years old, and amazingly they had had no 
accidents yet, during their 847 days in operation. 
This tells about their strong commitment to 
safety, and is also partly due to the modern 
production facilities. The company’s Korean 
branch makes Neles valves, which are used in 
all types of factories to control the flow of gas, 
steam or liquid. This visit was refreshing, as the 
company presentation and tour were by two 
Finnish workers (in Finnish), so the language 
barrier we had encountered during some other 
visits was not a nuisance. Metso was also the first 
company that offered the tired students some 
coffee as soon as we entered the building.

The inner diameter of the valves manufactured 
here range from 1 inch to 52 inches, and the total 
height of the largest valve ever manufactured in 

their factory was a whopping 7 meters. The parts 
come from subcontractors, but the assembly and 
testing are mainly done inside this factory. Metso 
does not have their own laboratories in Korea, 
so detailed materials-related investigations are 
done in Helsinki or in the local universities.

The visit and presentations gave us a better 
image of what it’s like to work and live in Korea. 
One of our Finnish excursion hosts had not 
lived in Finland since the year 2000. At the end 
of our tour we thanked our hosts and hostess 
with a traditional gift giving ceremony, which 
was a somewhat surprising (but fun) experience 
for our Korean hostess Daisy. The Finnish hosts 
were very glad of our one-star liquid present.

After the visit, with our stomachs full from the 
lunch offered by Metso, we drove to a nearby 
bus station and picked up Severi, who joined us 
from Finland at this stage. After a quick visit to



our accommodation, we headed to a traditional 
Korean spa to relax. Our guide was a little 
worried how we would feel about nudity, but she 
soon discovered that it was not a problem for 
Finnish students. The spa had many pools with 
different temperatures, and according to our 
guide, switching between the cold (+20˚C) and 
hot (+42˚C) pools was good for the skin.

Dinner was enjoyed in one of the restaurants 
located inside the SMU campus area. Orders 
were placed by guessing a tasty dish from the 
images of the menu, as no English menus were 
provided. It was not allowed to consume alcohol 
inside the campus area, so, naturally, there was a 
small convenience store about 10 meters outside 
the campus area. This store had a large terrace, 
where one could hear jolly Finnish songs and 
laughter well after midnight.
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Sun moon university

Sun Moon University is a non-profit private 
university in Asan, South Chungcheong. 

The university is located close to the city and its 
conveniences, but has also rice fields surrounding 
the campus area creating a calm vibe to the 
campus. The 27 year-old Sun Moon University 
has around 10 000 students in multiple different 
fields of study from technology to medicine, and 
most of them are studying for their bachelor’s 
degree. Around 10 % of the students are 
international, which makes the university a great 
place to meet people from all around the world. 

During our stay at Sun Moon University, we 
took part in ISO/TC107 workshop. During 

this afternoon, we were taught about the 
activities related to ISO standards on thermal 
spray coatings by professors from Finland (our 
Alderman), Korea, and China. The lectures dealt 
with the recent activities of different technical 
committees (TC’s), updates on processing of ISO 
documents, and development of new standards. 
After the interesting seminar, Professor Soo 
Wohn Lee from Sun Moon University took us to 
see his house and offered us a lovely traditional 
Korean dinner at a nearby restaurant.
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Korea Institute of Ceramic 
Engineering and Technology, 

KICET

We visited the KICET headquarter in 
Jinju, southern South-Korea. KICET 

had moved to Jinju from Seoul just one year ago 
to have bigger space for their research. Jinju is 
also a historically significant area for ceramic 
production. We arrived at 9:30 in the morning 
to the lobby where we were introduced to Dr. 
Younghee Kim, our contact to the facility. We 
were escorted through the fancy exhibition hall 
to an auditorium. Even though all texts were in 
Korean, the awesome pictures were clarified by 
the leader of the thermoelectric laboratory. The 
exhibition hall presented the research subjects 
and ceramic applications. A video was shown, 
explaining the history and overview of KICET.

After the introduction we were split into groups 
and given an extensive laboratory tour. The tour 
included four laboratories: SOFC (Solid Oxide 
Fuel Cell), Single crystal, Thermoelectric and 
LED. The leaders of these labs were eager to explain 
the basics and the subjects of recent research 
efforts. The SOFC laboratory concentrated on 
high temperature fuel cell applications such as 
SOFC power plant by Rolls Royce. They also 
showed the SOFC cylinders they had created 
(photo 1). In single crystal lab, they utilized two 
crystal growing methods for silicon carbides, 
one mentioned was CVD. These single crystal 
SiC wafers can be used as substrates in electronic 
devices. In the thermoelectric laboratory, we 
were able to try out the working principle of 
turning body heat to electricity or electricity 
to heat. In the LED laboratory they deposited 

gallium nitride thin films by sputtering or CVD 
on sapphire substrates for LED applications.

After the lab tour we were offered a lunch. This 
time it was not typical Korean food (no kimchi?!) 
but something that is already more familiar to 
us: good old Subway sandwiches and fruits. We 
had plenty of time to enjoy the meal, relax and 
let all the new information sink in. And even 
more information was coming! In the second 
laboratory tour we concentrated more on the 
characterization and testing of the ceramic 
materials and fibres. We were presented some 
of the multiple characterization tools they had, 
for example Raman, SEM, XPS, XRD, ICP-OES, 
UV/NIR -spectroscopy, laser flash method and 
tensile stress measurement tool. 

Photo 1. SOFC laboratory. 



We had a chance to ask questions from the 
operators of every equipment. In the centre for 
ceramic fibres we got familiar with state of art 
ceramic fibres such as glassfiber, basalt fiber, 
SiC fiber and piezoelectric fibers. There was an 
exhibition of applications for each fiber type. 
Especially the bike frame made from SiC fiber to 
lower the cost of light weight bicycle frames was 
extremely impressive (photo 3). We also got to 
see the production line for SiC fibers and were 
presented the great thermal endurance of it. 

The last stop was made in business incubator 
centre which helped the local start-ups in the 
area of ceramics industry by allowing them 
to use the knowledge of KICET experts and 
equipments. After the excursion, gifts were 
given and received by both parties. As traditions 
dictate, men sang to the hostesses and women 
sang to the hosts (photo 2). 

Then we hopped on the bus and drove through 
the rain to Busan, the second largest city of 
South Korea. The ride took a bit over one hour. 
Or at least that was what we thought. In reality 
we got lost in the hills of Busan and we could not 
turn the bus around. Finally we found a parking 
space from the top of the hill, where we got a 
chance to stretch our legs and get back on the 

right track. Busan was worth the wait, we found 
a nice barbecue restaurant near by the hotel and 
bought some more socks (cute socks!). The hotel 
was quite basic but it had all we needed. Some 
lucky bastards even got a penthouse rooms with 
kitchens and selection of random, more or less 
useful, items. Overall it was another successful 
day in Korea!

Photo 3. SiC fibre bicycle frames. 

Photo 2. Men singing to the hostesses.



Korea Institute of Materials 
Science, KIMS

Our Tuesday morning started cloudy, hot 
and way too early. Departure at 8:00 from 

Busan and arrival to KIMS in Changwon at 9:30. 
KIMS, which shortens from Korea Institute of 
Materials Science, was the third government 
funded research institute we visited. KIMS has 
R&D activities in metallic materials, powder 
and ceramics, surface technology, composite 
and implementation research and industrial 
technology.

Our excursion started with a short presentation 
in a fancy meeting room with big leather chairs 
and held by a young gentleman whose English 
name was Chris. After this short presentation 
where we heard a bit about what KIMS is about, 
they had planned a laboratory tour for us. We 
then headed into the basement, where they had 
their laboratories.

We were guided around the basement and given 
presentations in several different “departments” 
of the laboratory. We saw different equipment 
for their experiments and heard interesting 
presentations about their research. This time, 
not like in most of the excursions we have 
had, we actually heard something from the 
presentations as they had a microphone, yay! 
During the lab tour we saw for example plasma 
coating in action, gas atomizer (which can make 
25kg metallic powder in one batch), hot isostatic 
press and transparent polymer films for example 
for food packaging.

After the lab tour we almost had starved to 
death, but we still had 30 minutes until lunch. 
That time we spent opening our presents from 
KIMS, which were swiss army knives and then 
we had the honour to bang an old bell outside 
of the KIMS building, which is usually only 
banged when they have VIP guests visiting. For 
lunch we had quite nice bibimbap, salmon and 
of course kimchi, and for dessert some tea and 
weird meatpie cookies.

After lunch, our excursion was over and we 
headed back to the hotel. We had a quick shower 
and powernap break, and then the bus headed 
to Busan city center. We went to visit a local fish 
market and got up to Busan tower to see the city 
views. 

Background photo: Jirisan National Park





Pusan National University, PNU, is one of the 
most respected universities in South Korea 

and it has also reached top 500 in the global 
university rankings multiple times. PNU is 
mostly located in Busan, the second largest city 
in Korea, and it has around 30 000 students. It is 
a public university established in 1945 and it has 
a large scale of fields to study. 

At Pusan National University, Professor Kwang 
Ho Kim and the members of his Hybrid Interface 
Materials –research group had organized a 
full day seminar for us. The seminar included 
a couple of lectures from professors, but the 
main focus was on student presentations. The 
presentations from Korean students mainly 
dealt with interface modifications, nanoscale 
phenomena and materials science in general. 
The Finnish students’ topics were more 
closely related to materials engineering. The 
student presenters from Finland were Miikka 
Marjakoski (distribution of elements in copper 

converting), Katariina Tarkkio (closed water 
circuits in industry), Severi Ojanen (recycling 
of batteries), and Olli Kanninen (solubility/
stability of alumina). During the seminar, we 
also got a chance to visit the laboratory facilities, 
which were quite state-of-the-art. Perhaps the 
most interesting piece of equipment was the 
femtosecond LA-ICP-MS, which enables the 
analysis of ultra-trace element concentrations 
from solid samples with high precision and 
accuracy.

PUSan national university



Sightseeing in busan

On September 29th our group of travelling 
students had a day off of the excursions, so 

we decided to spend the day sightseeing in the 
Busan city. After waking up and having breakfast 
we jumped onto the bus and headed to the 
Ginjang area. In the Ginjang area we were able to 
see beautiful temples and Korean architecture. 
The weather was quite chilly and rainy, but that 
just helped some of us to get some extra oxygen 
and fresh air…

Our guide had realized that we needed a break 
from kimchi and rice and took us to a western 
buffet for lunch. The food was very good, but we 
were still able to see a massive cultural difference 
even though we were in a western restaurant. 
This is because we were given forks but no knives. 
Some dishes like chicken steak was pretty exotic 
to eat with a fork and a spoon. After a nutritious 
meal, we headed to the Shinsegae Centum City 
shopping mall. According to our guide this mall 
is the largest mall in the world, but after a quick 
googling turned out it is not the largest, at least 
in the global measurements. During our visit 
in the mall, we saw one of the family members 
of the Samsung family. This quite rich looking 
lady was doing some regular shopping while 
surrounded by a massive group of bodyguards. 
It was no wonder why this wealthy woman was 
shopping at this mall, since the place was filled 
with expensive brand stores. After a quick stroll 
around in the electronic store we were able to 
find a television priced at 22 000 euros.

After the shopping mall tour we headed out to 
the Haeundae beach. It was not really a beach 
or bikini weather but we still managed to have 
an amazing time and laugh until our stomachs 
ached. The boys also had a chance to find their 
inner children while running around in the 
sand and in the water. During our walk on the 
beach, we also visited the conference center that 
is located at the beach. The 2005 APEC-meeting 
was held in this center. 

Background photo: APEC meeting building



posco the great

There was a typhoon in Taiwan, but it only 
rained in Korea. Our jolly crew left Busan on 

Friday morning and headed towards Pohang to 
visit POSCO. Before the excursion, we stopped at 
the local mall for lunch. After a delicious meal it 
was time to start our last factory tour at POSCO.

After arriving at the site we waited for a while, 
before two POSCO’s representatives joined us 
and confiscated all cameras as well as our mobile 
devices. For this reason it was difficult to take 
any photos at the plant area. The Excursion was 
similar to the one at Hyundai Steel Works. First, 
we were given a video presentation, after which 
we took the bus around the factory. During the 
tour we had a chance to take a closer look at the 
hot rolling operations.

The area of the site was approximately 9.4 square 
kilometers. In addition to four blast furnaces, 
the plant utilized a process called Finex, in which 
the iron ore and coal can be used in powdered 
form. Consequently, no sintering or coking is 
needed, thus saving energy and money. The plant 
produces close to 16.5 million tonnes of pig iron 
annually. The hot- and cold-rolled steel sheet, 

heavy plate, wire, electrical steel and stainless 
steel-producing factory in Pohang is categorized 
as the second largest steelworks in Korea, after 
POSCO’s Gwangyang plant. The factory has 
its own port, to which the raw materials are 
imported by ship. Most of these raw materials 
are obtained from Australia.

Pohang steel mill is located very close to 
residential areas, with only one river flowing 
between the city center and the factory site. 
Because of this, the company has to very 
carefully monitor the emissions caused by the 
steel production. Therefore, a tall emission 
measurement tower has been built near the 
river. According to POSCO’s representative, the 
company has invested $ 2 billion into planting 
a huge number of trees and other vegetation 
all around the factory area. Despite heavy rain, 
the plants were irrigated constantly during 
the tour. Near the production area there were 
POSCO’s administrative buildings, the POSCO 
History Museum, as well as the home stadium 
of the local football team Pohang Steelers. The 
distance between the field and the stands was 
only 3 meters, which is less than anywhere else 
in South Korea.

After a brief and succinct excursion we 
headed towards Gyeongju, where our next 
accommodation, the Commodore Hotel, was 
located. After arriving we tested the spa of the 
hotel. The rest of the day was spent relaxing and 
enjoying some beer.



View from N Seoul Tower, Seoul



LET MATERIALS LIVE.

In our world there are no waste products or materials.  
We see a value and new opportunities in  
everything around us. Together with you,  

we recycle waste and discarded products – and let all 
this material live on in new products.  

Again and again.   

This makes recycling a profitable and sustainable  
business while conserving the earth’s limited resources.  

Together we make a difference.

IT STARTS HERE.
Read more about us at

stenarecycling.fi 
or stenarecycling.com



As an expression of gratitude, we gave all companies, institutes and universities gifts 
in the form of Okmetic silicon wafers with our logo imprinted onto the surface by 
lithography and oxide etching. We also wanted to enhance the visibility of Finnish 

design by bringing Moomin mugs to company representers. 
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